INTRODUCTION
In a paper written in French and published in 1902, Jensen [3] On putting c = ab for a e R, a = -0, ab 0 = y and z = a^, from <7i (£ 0 ) = 0 we have that £o = b(z+ 1) and substituting into (1.2), we obtain Jensen's identity (1.1). For 280 A. Sofo [2] P = 0, we note that (1.1) reduces to the Binomial Theorem. It may be shown, by the ratio test, that the left hand side of (1.2) converges in the region \0+l b{ab) °< 1.
For c = b, Wilf [9] derived the partial sums of the left hand side of (1.2) and showed that it counts the number of words of n letters over an alphabet of b letters that do not contain the substring of a word of a letters. For a = 1, the partial sums of (1.2) reduce to well known sequences so that r = 0(
1.3)
The identity (1.3) is well known and h n may be identified with the Fibonacci, Jacobsthal, Pell, Fermat and Chebychev sequences. The sum (1.2) also has applications in discrete renewal theory processes, see Cohen [2] , especially related to the bulk service variation of the M/M (a) /1 system. where £/"-* is the discrete step function, we obtain ; = 0 and finally
In series form (2.2) may be rewritten as which has an inverse r=0
where [x] represents the integer part of x. The inverse Z transform of (2.2) may also be expressed as where C is a smooth Jordan curve enclosing the singularities of (2.2) and Res^ is the residue of the poles of (2.2). The residue, Res^, depend on the zeros of the characteristic function in (2.3). Sofo and Cerone [5] have shown that the characteristic function, g(z), with restriction
A. Sofo [4] for each j = 0 , 1 , 2 , 3 , . . . , a, with F (z) being given by (2.2), and therefore we have that
Recalling that the dominant zero fo of g (z) in (2.3) is the one with the greatest modulus, we conjecture (and shortly prove) that
and the left hand side of (2.6) converges in the region described by (2.4). We also note, from (2.5) and (2. The conjecture (2.6) will be proved later. First we give a recurrence for the evaluation of (2.7) and a recurrence for (2.6).
RECURRENCES
A recurrence relation for the evaluation of Q Rtll (£ 0 ) in (2.7) is now given. A. Sofo [6] We now have where B<*> (2) = -B (z), and
where (j -l) k is Pochhammer's symbol. Hence we can write fc=o ^ ^ . so \ a -1 and upon simplification we obtain (3.1). Hence, Lemma 1 is proved. D
We list some values of QR^ (£0) in Table 1 , where for ease, A -(a + 1) £ 0 -ob.
Using the values of QR,^ (£0) in Table 1 , some closed form expressions of (2.6) are listed in Table 2 .
The following lemma gives a recurrence relation for the left hand side of identity (2.6).
where T r (R, n,a, b) is given by (2.8). A recurrence relation for (3.2) is
(3.3) (a + 1) b-^-S R -abRS R+1 -(n + 1 -R) S R = 0. do R closed form (2.6) f n+l I - A 2 | en+l SO A 3 n \ 3na (A -6) a (2 (a -1) ;4 2 -M (5a -2) + 3a6 2 ) 2 + 2A + 2A 2 en SO •n+1 n 3 2a (A -b) I n A I 2 na ( ( l l a -8) A 2 -2bA (13a -4) + 15a6 2 ) 6A 2
+6
2 yla(70a-40)-30a 2 6 2 6 3^l and Table 2 : Closed form of the discrete case.
From the left hand side of (3.3)
which is the right hand side of (3.3) and the proof is complete.
PROOF OF THE CONJECTURE

fn+l-R f -S a
D
The proof of conjecture (2.6) will involve an induction argument on the parameterA. Sofo [8] induction argument for the right hand side of (2.6).
(4.1)
Substituting into the right hand side of (4.1), we have
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In the second sum rename /x* = y. + 1 (and let n* = /z), so that we have sb {g-c -rf (": >: o ,
R-I n=l
Using the relationship (Co) = aft (/? -
"Co proved by Sofo and Cerone [5] , (the style of proof may also be seen in [8] ), reduces the previous line to
which completes the proof of the conjecture.
The degenerate case, for a = 0, of identity (2.6) can be noted. Firstly, Co = 26 and
•QR,)I (26) = 1 for n = 0 and zero otherwise, hence (2.6) reduces to r=0 which is not Gosper summable, as defined by Petkovsek et al. [4] . However by the WZ pairs method [4] 
is a rational function in r and therefore the series SR{TI,a,b) of (3.2) may be expressed as a generalised hypergeometric function A. Sofo [12] (ii) For the degenerate case a = 0, we obtain the interesting Binomial convolution identity
which for specific values of m and R may be certified by the WZ pairs method of Wilf and Zeilberger (where B {x,y) is the classical Beta function).
MULTIPLE DOMINANT ZEROS
In this section we shall generalise identity (2.6). We shall prove that a generated infinite series may be represented in a closed form that depends on the k dominant zeros of an associated polynomial characteristic function. Consider the delay system * fk\ _ b k _ 5 (7.1) n < ak with c+6* = 0 and all initial conditions at rest, except for fk-\ = 1. Again, as previously, we set w n = 0 and take the Z transform of (7.1) such that
Upon inversion,
Also, from (7.2) we may write
where C is a smooth Jordan curve enclosing the singularities of (7.2) and residue at the poles. The characteristic function is the (7.4) with restriction
has exactly (a + 1) k distinct zeros £,," for j = 0,1,2,..., k -1 and v = 0 , 1 , 2 , . . . , a. A proof of this statement has been given by Sofo and Cerone [5] . From (7.2), then k a (7.6) (7.7)
.,)Q>, where
3), (7.6) and (7.7)
If we let ^,0. j = 0 , 1 , 2 , . . . , k -1 be the /t dominant zeros of (7.4) then we have the following theorem. [15]
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which is convergent for all values ofk, n, a and b in the region of convergence (7.5) . Then
The series (7.8) for j -0 , 1 , 2 , . . . , k -1. The characteristic function qi (z) in (8.4) has exactly a + 1 distinct zeros for each j , of which a^o shall indicate the dominant zero, the one with the largest modulus, which may be complex. All the singularities in (8.5) are simple and therefore for each j , F, (2) has simple poles. Sofo and Cerone [6] have proved, from using (8.5) and evaluating its residue, that A. Sofo [16] for each j = 0 , 1 , 2 , . . . , k -1 . Note that (8.6) may in fact be a complex number. Summing (8.6) over j gives
Rescaling the left hand side by r = (r* + l)k, (and then replacing r* by r) and changing the order of summation, results in [17]
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NUMERICAL RESULTS AND SPECIAL CASES
In the following numerical results, the dominant zeros 6,o are evaluated from <?* (z) in (7.4) . It may also be noted that for k ^ 3 the dominant zeros occur in complex conjugate pairs. The numerical results are given to four significant digits. 
is a rational function in r and therefore the series 5 (k, n, a, b) of (8.2) may be expressed as a generalised hypergeometric function All the above identities may be differentiated and integrated to produce more results.
available at https://www.cambridge.org/core/terms. https://doi.org/10.1017/S0004972700019341
NON-ZERO FORCING T E R M S
If we consider system (7.1) with all initial conditions at rest and with a forcing term of the form w n = {J]. 1 A method for the summation of infinite series has been described and an extension of Jensen's form given. The generation of an infinite sum was achieved by the application of Z transforms and the closed form representation was proved by an induction argument. The method described in this paper may be easily extended to handle, for example, systems with multiple delays. Sofo and Cerone [7] have also obtained other identities by considering arbitrary order-forced differential-difference dynamical systems.
